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Mosaic Keywords 

• Mosaic is an ancient and contemporary art form which uses 
individual pieces of materials placed together to create a unified 
whole. The materials commonly used are glass, ceramic, marble, 
river pebbles, limestone, sandstone, shells and tile or bricks. 

• The term for each piece of material is Tessera (plural: tesserae). 
The term for the spaces in between where the grout goes is the 
Interstices. The 'opus', the Latin for ‘work’, is the way in which the 
pieces are cut and placed. 

• Opus Tessellatum: a floor made of Tesserae  

• Opus Vermiculatum: Flowing lines of tesserae wriggling over the 
surface, particularly a floor done with tiny cubes.  

• Opus Musivum: a late word to describe a mosaic floor 

• Opus Palladianum: A later term. Irregular fitting shapes like crazy 
paving.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tessera
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Interstices&action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opus_Tessellatum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opus_Vermiculatum
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Opus_Musivum&action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Opus_Palladianum&action=edit


Andamento is the visual flow and direction within a mosaic produced by the 

placement of rows of tesserae.  

 



opus sectile 

• This is a technique where, instead of being 

made up of lots of individual tesserae, 

shapes in a picture are made from larger, 

specially cut, pieces (perhaps of tile or 

stone) 



Opus Sectile 

• Vitruvius, writing in roughly the time of 

Augustus, seems to be the first to mention 

opus sectile (pavimenta sectilia, literally 

"sliced pavements", de Architectura, 

7.1.3). With the expansion of the Roman 

empire, vividly colored stone and floors 

made of different varieties steadily grew in 

favor, finally becoming a hallmark of the 

Late Antique period.  

http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/L/Roman/Texts/Vitruvius/7*.html1.3
http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/L/Roman/Texts/Vitruvius/7*.html1.3
http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/L/Roman/Texts/Vitruvius/7*.html1.3
http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/L/Roman/Texts/Vitruvius/7*.html1.3


Intarsia 

• Intarsia is a form of wood inlaying that is similar to 
marquetry. The term is also used for a similar technique 
used with small, highly polished stones. The technique of 
intarsia inlays sections of wood (at times with contrasting 
ivory or bone) within the solid matrix; by contrast 
marquetry assembles a pattern out of veneers upon the 
surface. The technique of intarsia is believed to have 
developed in the Islamic world; introduced into Europe 
through Sicily, the art was perfected in Siena and in 
northern Italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
spreading to German centers and introduced into 
London by Flemish craftsmen in the later sixteenth 
century. After about 1620, marquetry tended to supplant 
intarsia.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inlay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marquetry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veneer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sicily
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siena
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London


Intarsia 

• It is thought that the word 'intarsia' is 

derived from the Latin word 'interserere' 

which means "to insert" and that it was 

originally developed in Siena, Italy in the 

13th century by crafters using inlays of 

ivory inserted in wood as well as inlays of 

wood inserted into wall murals, table tops 

and other furniture  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siena
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivory


Intarsia Work 



Vectis Ligneus & Fistuca 



Polishing Stone 



Sinopie for Compassanto 

Cemetery in Pisa 1400 



Muzuwaq 

Pavimentum tesseris structum (struo) 

Tessera Hospitalis 

    Ivory, bone, bronze, lead 

    guarantee of reciprocal courtesy 

    must have one to get in early Rome 

Tesserarius 

Saint Augustine City of God 

   Musivo picta sunt 



Opus Spicatum 



Opus Spicatum 



Preparing Q44/62 to Lift Mosaic 



Tamping on Burlap 



Beginning to Cut with Chisel 



Wedging and Lifting 









Map with Ur and Uruk Lower Right 



The Royal Standard of Ur 

• In the 1920s Sir Leonard Woolley excavated at the site of Ur in 
southern Iraq and discovered a cemetery of unlooted graves from 
around 2,600 BC; this enigmatic object was found in one of them. 

• Its sides consist of two rectangular panels (height 20.3cm), 
decorated with scenes made from a mosaic of white shell, red 
limestone and blue lapis-lazuli (imported from Afghanistan) set in 
bitumen or asphalt (semi-solid petroleum). 

• The 'War' side shows chariots charging over fallen enemies, 
spearmen in helmets and cloaks seizing prisoners, and prisoners 
escorted before the general. The chariots have solid wheels, and 
are drawn by donkeys whose reins go through nose-rings (spokes 
and bits were later inventions). 

• A banquet is celebrated on the 'Peace' side; a musician is shown 
playing the lyre, and attendants bring booty, donkeys, bulls, sheep, 
goats and fish. 



Royal Standard of Ur 

Banquet Side 



Lyre Player from Peace Side 



War Panel with King in Top Center 



Section of War Side 

Donkey drawn solid wheel chariots 

Soldiers lead prisoners 

Figures made of shell 

Bitumen with Lapis Lazuli Background 

Diamonds include lapis and Red limestone 

Now in British Museum 

Nobody knows what it is- military standard? 

 

 



Uruk (Warka) ca. 3000 B.C. 



Bitumen Wall Inlay from Uruk 



El Ubaid Palm Capital 2600 B.C. 



 


